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Abstract. The paper intends to elaborate the dramatic function of the heroine in Powder Her Face,
an opera by Thomas Adés and Philip Hensher. The opera features the Duchess of Argyll as its main
subject and dramatises her hugely publicised sexual and social climbing escapades. The opus
follows the operatic convention in featuring a femme fatale character as the centre of the piece.
However, unlike the heroines in the nineteenth-century, where the female leads are eventually
victimised and symbolically sacrificed to gratify their patriotic patrons, the duchess in Powder Her
Face refuses to surrender her pride and leaves the stage with her dignity intact. The paper also
focuses on the role of tabloid newspapers in the heroine’s downfall. The hypocritical attitude
towards morality among the tabloid press has knowingly made the duchess a victim to satisfy the
general public’s urge for celebrity gossips. Finally, by retaining her social status throughout her life,
the duchess has achieved her personal freedom in conquering the social system. The opera,
therefore, celebrates femininity and not penalises its female character.
1 Introduction
Thomas Adés and Philip Hensher’s Powder Her Face, a dramatization of the life of Margaret
Whigham, Duchess of Argyll who died in St George’s Nursing Home, Pimlico, in 1993[1], is a
snapshot reconstruction of the duchess’ scandalous life. It is set out to present a post-modern
depiction of the femme fatale character in the operatic genre. The opera encaputulates other type of
women’s issues hence represents “a diversity of femenisms, responsive to the different needs and
concerns of different women, and defined by them for themselves[2].” The conclusion of the opera
ironically underlines her symbolic status as a social victim in the transition from society notable to
celebrity. Her scandalous life style made her the perfect scapegoat to be hounded by the press and a
celebrity-hungry and prurient society.
The opera captures this twentieth-century phenomenon by using the wildly publicised life of
Margaret Whigham as its central feature and uses it as the base to structure a three act, eight scene
chamber opera with a concluding epilogue. The purpose in using the style of a chamber opera to
represent the subject is to create an intimate atmosphere between actors/singers and the audience
while at the same time generating a dramatic illusion that the characters are under close scrutiny by
the general public.
2 The Opera
Powder Her Face is framed with an initial and a concluding scene, set in 1990, in which the
focus is on the duchess’ final moments at the hotel where she has been living for the last twelve
years. After the audience witnesses the duchess being mocked and humiliated by her maid and an
electrician in the first scene, the action then flashes back to nineteen thirty-four, during the first
days after her divorce from Mr Freeling. The scene not only reveals the heroine’s relief from an
unhappy marriage but also highlights her anticipation of the duke’s imminent arrival. The scene
also introduces to the audience the high society life to which the heroine accustoms with.
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The duke and Margaret’s wedding in nineteen thirty-six is the centrepiece of the third scene. It is
described in the “Fancy” aria which is sung by the maid. In this aria, the librettist further elaborate
the duchess’ life style. It also underlines the fact that the heroine is now not only the subject of
celabraty gossips but aslo the centre of public fascination and the envy of her very own personal
staff, who watches her every move.
After the wedding, the story then moves forward to the time of the coronation of Elizabeth II
when the duchess is shown in a hotel seducing a waiter. The following scene between the duke and
his mistress makes two points. The first is that the double-standard of morality between men and
women still obtains; and secondly that we see the beginning of a new era in which the duchess’s
infidelities are not just the whispered secrets of a tight-knit group in society but are moving into the
public domain.
Act two begins with the duchess’ highly publicised divorce in nineteen fifty-five. Although
being utterly condemned by the judge and the general public, the heroine is still sufficiently
resilient to brush aside defeat and refuses to change her ways. The dramatic function of the two
doubling roles of the maid and the electrician in the first scene, has gradually transformed them
from being supportive close friends into envious household staves. They, then are also being
featured as the representatives of frantic public interest of the duchess’ life in the sixth scene. This
scene also indicates the diminishing influence of the upper-class in British society. It was the result
of social upheavals after the Second World War, as the establishment gradually lost its power to
safeguard its members; and the duchess became the object of unrestrained public prurience.
The seventh scene of the opera is set in nineteen seventy. The scene deals with the heroine’s
detestation of contemporary society. For her, nothing is where it used to be.
DUCHESS
The great houses have gone.
There is rubble where there were palaces.
There are hotels where there were houses[3].
The duchess’ remarks on modern society underline her inability to adapt her life style for the
new era. Her refusal to adapt, even to understand that she no longer has the power and money,
finally results in her involuntary departure from her hotel room in the eighth scene. The epilogue
presents the moral of the piece. As the maid and the electrician emerge from underneath the bed,
their playful gestures are an ironic invitation for the audience to question the tripartite relationship
between the press, the public and the duchess’ private life.
3 Tragic Heroine vs. Femme Fatale
The manner of dramatisation of the duchess’ life immediately poses a question about the criteria
for a true tragic heroine. Although the subject of Powder Her Face is about an infamous duchess
with an enormous sexual appetite, unlike Violetta Valéry in La Traviata, Margaret Whigham is
neither a prostitute nor a courtesan. Furthermore, throughout the entire opera the Duchess does not
appear to suffer from any physical illness[4]. Compare with a typical nineteenth-century operatic
heroine, who would either die of consumption, perish by taking arsenic or commit suicide at a
young age, the Duchess simply lives on and on[5. Again, the Duchess is immensely rich in her own
right: she can even purchase a duke to enable her to climb further up the social ladder.
In all of this, the Duchess of Argyll does not adhere to the stereotype of a nineteenth-century
operatic heroine. And this ambiguity of the Duchess’ dramatic function poses some interesting
questions as to the genre of the opera. To begin with, Powder Her Face does not have the shape or
weight of a tragedy. The characterisation of a superficial, brainless and self-absorbed duchess does
not incarnate the depth of a tragic heroine. Moreover, the main theme of the opera has nothing to
suggest that the heroine is a sacrificial victim to fulfil society’s desire for simultaneous titillation
and sexual conformity. The Duchess simply ignores standard moral codes by continuously seeking
sexual gratification and treats with the contempt the curiosity of the lower orders.
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On the other hand, Adés and Hensher’s collaboration does not resemble a comedy either. The
opera does not provide amusement or satire through its subject matter in that the Duchess of
Argyll’s personal story does not supply the audience with any overtly comic materials, unless one is
supposed to find the spectacle of a Duchess drunk on stage inherently amusing. Finally, the problem
of genre is confounded by lack of dramatic depth and operatic narrative. The structure of the piece
is extremely episodic and the ending does not bring nor present us with a satisfactory dramatic
resolution; inconveniently, the Duchess simply lives on.
4 Dramatic symbolisms and Narrative
The main elements in the opera are the symbols of money and sex which are faithfully reflected
in the “fancy” aria. The entire passage describes the duchess’ extravagant and carefree life in its
financial aspect, juxtaposing this with the waitress’ forlorn hope of being equally rich, while her
debauched behaviour is represented by the ejaculatory sexual symbolism, when the waitress opens a
bottle of champagne: “the bottle explodes, she pours it into a glass while singing, and carries on
pouring into the overflowing glass until the bottle is quite empty and the table sopping wet.” Just as
the duchess has the ability to “purchase a Duke”, so the waitress would like to have the ability to
physically and financially drain a man in order to achieve her aim.
In Powder Her Face, the heroine takes full advantage of her personal charm and beauty not only
to satisfy her sexual desires but also to achieve her aim of ascending towards a higher social status[6].
Her daring character is perhaps a twentieth century female version of Don Giovanni. Like Mozart
and da Ponte’s tragic hero, the duchess embodies the sentiment of the piece. However, whereas
Giovanni is eventually dragged down to hell by the Commendatore, the duchess is demonised by
the press, which does not seem too bad by comparison. The duchess’ revolutionary behavavours,
albeit scandalous; however her daring sexual escapades mark herself out from her contemporaries
as she imposes her own wills upon men around her to get what she wants[7].
Following her citing for adultery in the divorce action, the heroine reveals the essence of her
inner feelings even though she is at the lowest points of her life.
So that is all.
I am judged.
I do not care.
And that was all.
There are worse things in life.
I am still loved.
I was loved before I was a Duchess,
and I am a Duchess still.
You. Summon my car.
I am still young.
I am still rich[8].
The Duchess’ declamatory utterance reflects her determination to maintain her social status and
her general way of life, though post-war society has moved some considerable distance from the
world of the thirties. The librettist captures the protagonist’s immense self-esteem in the word “still”
which is repeated throughout the verse. It can be read as an indicator of the duchess’ unbeatable
spirit. The word, which suggests a motionless subject and a continuing situation, symbolises the
heroine’s resolution to maintain and prolong the benefits of her title and the pleasure of wealth.
Thus, “I am still loved” and “I am a Duchess still” vividly demonstrate the protagonist’s desire and
pride in her life. The aria also reflects the heroine’s detestation of “the middle class’” showing any
impertinent interest in the way she conducts her life. The word, “lie” immediately evokes dual
layers of interpretation. On one hand, the word reveals the duchess’ detestation of the public or
media’s view of her; however, the word also indicates the public’s conception of the heroine’s
philosophy of life, that is, the gratification of her sexual urge.
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The strong but free-floating ironic effects throughout the opera reveal its post-modernist status.
The musical collage with its blend of jazzy and classical styles of musical narrative not only
provides the story with a certain historical style references but also acts like a critique of the main
character. The generic ambiguity, together with the mixture of satirical and tragic elements in the
opera further exposes a post-modernist inability to take for granted the certainties of any specific
narrative mode.
In the opera are we meant to see the Duchess as a tart? No. Is her fate tragic? She lived in
considerable style for another thirty years after the famous divorce – where is the tragedy? Yet
there is something unhappy about her fate – there is, for example, a problem with the extreme
promiscuity: the fellatio scene is undoubtedly distasteful, but it is pointing to a genuine area of
worry concerning her character, a sense of sexuality entirely out of control with neither pleasure,
love nor profit involved.
5 Tabloid Myth
The main materials for Powder Her Face are a combination of tabloid myth about the Duchess
of Argyll and the actual incidents. However, by employing this constructed mythical narrative more
or less as it was created by the tabloid newspapers, the opera immediately poses for itself a number
of strategic problems for which the standardised themes and resources of music theatre have no
obvious solutions. The main interest of tabloid newspapers is largely prurient and the stories they
provide have only the moral status of hypocrisy. And despite her defiance, she was undoubtedly an
early victim of celebrity culture and public prurience. For the majority of the general public, the
Duchess’ notorious life had no other dimension than that which was presented in the tabloid press.
Although tabloid journalism has the appearance of moral concern, their real interest is in providing
impertinent detail in order to titillate their readership.
The Duchess’ immense affluence accompanied by her scandalous behaviours, made her the
perfect sacrificial victim to the supposed social norms of the newspapers. Adés and Hensher’s
collaboration adopts several notorious incidents in the Duchess’ life as the basis of the opera.
However, in doing so they have also ran into some difficulties in distinguishing what they are doing
from the sensationalism of the yellow press. And then offering neither tragedy, satire nor social
comedy, the librettist and the composer’s narrative style mystifies the dramatic tone of the piece and
baffles its audience who are left searching for the main purpose of the work. Moreover, even
though the Duchess had a notorious reputation and what is called a dramatic life, such real life
incidents lack either a clear narrative arc or a satisfactory artistic form. With the ambitious theatrical
adaptation of an infamous duchess and a stylish musical support, Powder Her Face still falls short
in providing its audience with an exemplary form of operatic presentation.
6 Conclusion
In Powder Her Face, Phillip Hensher and Thomas Adès have adapted the conventional operatic
heroine for the twentieth-century audience. They re-vitalise the dramatic purpose of a femme fatale
character in opera. Powder Her Face, therefore creates a new way of portraying an operatic heroine.
For the general public, the spectacle of the heroine abandoning herself to sexual and financial
gratification still has the possibility of seriously challenging the norms of human morality. One of
the tricks of the libretto is that it makes unclear the degree to which the audience is complicit both
in the challenge to morality and the shocked prurience of the tabloids. The total secularisation of
the notion of sacrifice and its partial absorption into the cult of celebrity means that this victim too
is now frequently complicit in the ritual and no longer needs to be killed, merely humiliated, after
which the publicity machine can move on to its next victim. The duchess of Argyll in Powder Her
Face might not be considered to be a femenist icon, but her daring behaviours and her refusal to
conpromise her social standing challenges the standarded social morality. In so doing, Magaret
Wigham might have celebarated her own feminity and gained the freedom of her own sex.
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